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ABSTRACT 

The Indian independence movement not only strived for the ways of the making a free India and freeing the Indians from the clutches of the British which would 

not only consider the administrative setup but it has seeked through the ties of all round development in all dimensions .It is a noticeable fact that our ancestors by 

the inspiration from the past had intruded within them the spirit of the creating the constitutional government that abides by the rules and regulations of the 

constitution which creates relation between state and people . From then the process of creation of the constitution has started which has changed the living making 

people advanced over their opinions influencing the systems at reaching the citizens for their contribution at varietal ways . Today with the times after the 

independence of nearly 75years we can see that the country has developed in different fields so that the uniqueness over the systems of development has seen . The 

essay paper consist of the aspects which ensures the transformation requires at the contemporary scenario with the elements of the positive mindset that contributes 

of active citizenship, 
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INTRODUCTION 

The constitution of India which was been enacted through the various ways of transformation has served significant in the promoting of various platforms 

over the means of the marking laws and articles that has made the smooth administration with upholding the human values and living . Due to the 

existence and the determination that our ancestors had today the citizens enjoy a peaceful and happy life . The constitution of India has involved with 

variety of the features that enshrined its glory all over the world which has made it the best constitution containing all the sections that covers and secures 

with all round development . The supremacy with better ideologies has made its working with setting out branches at all directions so that it can make 

the working of systems in a systematized manner. The constitution was  enforced during the times of 1950 which from the date has been working with 

certain amendments and changes at the need of the time with necessary regulations that effectively reached to the betterment among the citizens which 

has in a clear form intruded the living into a dignified one. Today at the current scenario the society is changing in different forms where the laws must 

be suited to the times which makes the pointview over transformation. 

REQUIREMENT OF TRANSFORMATION OR NOT? 

Today at the current times we find that , the education and other betterment facilities has provided the platform of living which has contributed in people 

thinking about it seriously at all the dimensions . With having this factor at mind the where the people are being conscious with awareness among them 

it is that the transforming through application and making people aware is a necessity factor.   If we take the concept of fundamental rights , they can be 

simplified into simpler ones so that the working would be much systematic . Now the people enjoy these rights but in the contemporary period we find 

that the focus should be more on the fundamental duties where the people need to contribute themselves at the best striving with self consciousness so 

that the people move ahead in terms of having greater and innovativeness towards the nation .  

                When we notice on the economic reforms and policies we find that the constitution is necessary to be moulded in that form which the poor 

sections get access and not only that fair means of access to the needs are required in the terms of economic stabilization so that the persistence of gap 

between rich and poor does not exist . The reason that constitution has not been specific in certain ways when implemented seems to take the wrong 

direction which spoils the system in the society. At times we find that the political supremacy and domination which curbs the majority of the peoples 

living that does not enrich the sustenance among the people which further hinders their development at all fronts by which it creates the quality of political 

and socio-economic participation as the fear is among people which the constitution must intend to change. The economic betterment policies can intend 

to lead to make a change with betterment among the living standards that the constitution must intend to include by amending certain aspects .  At times 

giving out powers in the political means can create hinderance among the people in the modern times so the laws made should maintain the relations 

between the  people and citizens . We find that the  laws should not create the dominance within people . The directive principles of state policy , they 
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remain same from the date of adoption which further continues ahead . Instead of this , we find that the relevance and need of the time must be noted 

which can further  make the constitution to be at the ways of development  

           The situating to the times are necessary which can make the lives better that secures adjustability and adaptability among the people that intrudes 

greater ways of success .These ways of working promote the means to the people in securing their rights and liberties further . Along with this , we find 

that the modern times work in the means of the unified living that is reason transformation of constitution can make the integrated living with humanity 

among the people . We find that the equity in the modern times are promoted , but this if in one part is transformed creates chaos and confusions among 

the people . At the certain points we find that the country is developed now the focus should be in creating of employment opportunities and better living 

opportunities that would require to mould the living into better terms . These laws and legislations must be applied into living so that the lives would be 

transformed .As of now , we can note that the transformation is not a necessary thing , but we find that its required for the   certain aspects which need to 

change or else its not needed to change . 

                         The constitution has successfully contained all the arenas that has covered which made the people to live a dignified life connecting 

variety of living fronts . In such ways the constitution has been a stabilizing force which need to be transformed or modified into a better form . But the 

political representation can be modified with certain qualifications for representatives and more accountability at working. We find that the these necessary 

changes can imbibe to change lives of the people making it better in all fronts . Even if we see the reservations a proper survey must be taken so that the 

need of the time is noted and an appropriate evaluation is made which makes it better for the seeking to live at times with relevant data in the current 

scenario . We notice that there are some necessary steps which can be utilized that suits the present situation with better measures.   

The flexibility must inculcate the ways which would  be a way towards the changing of the constitution . The misused means of articles which would 

seem to not utilized for the positive purpose which  can make it utilize to the personal gain that hinders the constitution to move at a negative side . The 

authority over Election Commission is to make it in terms of  supremacy so that the people can practice for the means of free and fair elections . The 

undemocratic means of any kinds of happenings should not be taken in ways of priority that would be affected towards the society which the constitution 

must inculcate upon . Even the economic standards with improvement can be focused upon in an appropriate manner . Certain provisions that can be into 

added towards the rights of an individual . The judicial review that must be utilized into the terms of the analyzing varietal factors which can consider the 

means of analyzing the aspects of the legislations so that the country improves at the standards at best possible levels. This can make the administrative 

process better and easier with the ties of working . With the socialistic agenda it is noted that , the DPSP policies should be enhanced in such a way that 

they seem to the people’s development in the course of progress .The aspects of introduced way of systems should be noted along with the terms of the 

vigilance among the people . The  people should be in such forms that could be enahancing the means over the vigilance so that in the modern scenario 

they notice that they can strive for the excellent ways of active citizens . Similarly it can be noticed that , the basic structure of the constitution should not 

remain unharmed which would seek towards the promoting the basic structures among people . The rules and legislations with the point note over the 

Emergency situations can be into the terms of the relaxations would promote the purview with the transformation levels . Under these certain check limits 

should be imposed which can seek through the ties of the people’s dignity being upheld can be kept which would remain towards the attainment of the 

maximum possibilities in the sense of upholding living dimensions .  

      The patterns of elections need to be modified so that the ease ways of movement towards the consideration at the levels . The electoral constituencies 

to be created in means over the levels of the reaching out the people so that they move in terms of excellence that can lead towards the upliftment and 

development . The participation of the people should be enhanced so that they can promote the levels of making the capability among the people . The 

Panchayat Raj systems which seem to provide along with the terms of the making the improvements so that they tend to reach at the groundroot levels . 

The main intention of all the plans and policies is to certain ensure that the people must be aware of all the legislations so that the people must remain in 

such a way where they can seek interms of the vigilance of the essence .  

      Seeking into the current statistical reports certain elements can be amended but the original structure should not be harmed .  As per 42nd ammendment 

changes were made but similarly we find that the aspects need to be considered in the current scenario for better upliftment at all levels. The levels of 

anti social methods where the appropriate levels of the checking can be made that which would seem to ensure that the better levels of understanding in 

terms of the promoting the constitution at better fronts . Today the times along with which the legislations need to be upgraded which seems to uphold 

all the systems that the unity among the people can be enhanced which leads towards the better systems in the society. We notice that the discriminating 

elements must be kept away at all possible levels that has the promotion of the equal circumstances can be noted . They have been to broadly making 

systems into working standards . The constitutional elements need to consider the ways of the enhancing of the natural environment that ensures the 

security among the people in making a happy life so that it enriches the terms of the dignified living at the best possible means . Though available to the 

access of judicial and legal help the people must be enriched with certain levels of the freedom without fear that the people which is the necessity at the 

times . We can notice that the people live without any communal division , even at the base levels we can notice that the ultimate aim should be 

enhancement over the happy living that could seek towards the unified ways of their life this is created through the fundamental law which guides the 

people it is that the better circumstances with the administrative setup it is necessary for the promotion of the adapting the better living modes through 

the ways connecting the legislations .   

The constitution must be transformed in the manner wherein we find that the people are entitled to be focused upon youngsters where they are regulated 

and moulded in the  better arenas contributing themselves with their dimensions of thinking which creates way towards the systematic means of thought 

process that the progress over all the dimensions can happen through the means over the promotion at the levels of transforming the constitution at the 

stake of betterment in the circumstances of the reaching out the societal ways. Even at the emergency  and security issues various platforms can be ensured 

so that the quick resolutions can be taken which promotes the upliftment of all standards .The young minds will have the knowledge which they can 
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utilize over the  progress of the country which is through the thinking .This can seek better for the terms  of representations creating the sense of the 

feeling of oneness in all means that which can be able to promote the duty as a citizen . 

CONCLUSION: 

From the above description it can be said that , the constitution is the fundamental law of the land which in the present times needs to be modified as per 

the catering the needs of citizens and government wherein they can make the intense forms of  the utilization through the philosophical means of noticing 

the scenario which endures for the sake of the changes that can be made with the modern levels in the dimmensions of the careful evaluation at all means. 

But whatever the provisions that were formed through the enactment of the constitution which has been a platform and foundation for its development 

has led to the all the being happy . If we understand that the modern scenario at the means wherein we can note the structure should be maintained the 

same only along with the need of the time we can notice that the people can be maintained through the levels of amending but not changing the whole 

structure . If we consider an example a child cannot use the dress when grown into an adult . Similarly the life of an individual to be in a dignified and 

systematic form must intrude the levels of utilizing in the forms of the societal upliftment in the all sectoral upliftment .The constitution should create 

ways for the systems over such a way where all the individuals get a fair chance towards the levels of the appealing where they can representing platforms 

at the judicial review to the structural means of analyzation. 

 

“The transformation of constitution is turning wheel which connects the spokes towards the levels of  development with the ties of modern stripes 

 


